The FYIs component shows the most recent 4 stories matching the filter(s) selected (and, not or).

- FYIs are sorted chronologically by date (most recent first)
- If no filters are selected, the link will display as “See All FYIs” and link to the full GC FYIs Listing
- If one or more filters are selected, the link will display as “See More FYIs Like This” and will link to prefiltered FYIs listing matching the filters selected
- If no stories match the filters selected, the component will not display.
- Clicking on image displays image in lightbox. If image has caption, caption displays in lightbox only

Fields Available
- Heading
  - Text Field - Plain
- Tags: Category, Program, Department, Topic
  - Taxonomy Select - FYI Category [max 1]
  - Node Select - Program [max 1]
  - Node Select - Department [max 1]
  - Taxonomy Select - FYI Topic [max 1]

Pulling from FYI
- Date
- Title (static)
- Image
- Image Caption (displays in lightbox only)
- Summary
- Categories